This article describes a method for creating an evaluation measure for discourse understanding in spoken dialogue systems. No well-established measure has yet been proposed for evaluating discourse understanding, which has made it necessary to evaluate it only on the basis of the system's total performance. Such evaluations, however, are greatly influenced by task domains and dialogue strategies. To find a measure that enables good estimation of system performance only from discourse understanding results, we enumerated possible discourse-understanding-related metrics and calculated their correlation with the system's total performance through dialogue experiments.
INTRODUCTION
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• R. Higashinaka et al. is that they need to understand a user's request. This article focuses on this user-request understanding phase rather than entire dialogues, which include negotiation with users and explanations of database content.
Unlike simple speech understanding systems that understand a single user utterance and respond to it without taking context into account, spoken dialogue systems need to deal with multiple exchanges of utterances in the context of dialogues. This process is achieved by updating a dialogue state each time a user utterance is made. A dialogue state is a collection of bits of information that the system internally stores. Included in that information are the understanding result of the user utterances up to a certain point of time as well as grounding information, the user utterance history, and the system utterance history.
There is no well-established measure for evaluating discourse understanding. As a result, it has been evaluated only on the basis of the system's total performance, such as task completion rate, task completion time, and user satisfaction estimated by questionnaires. However, such evaluations are greatly influenced by the task domains and dialogue strategies that the systems employ. This fact makes it difficult to compare various systems' discourse understanding. A measure that appropriately evaluates specifically discourse understanding capability would be useful for further improvement of discourse understanding components.
In evaluating single utterance understanding, which does not include discourse understanding, the concept error rate (CER) or the keyword error rate (KER) has been widely used as an evaluation measure . Using the CER of discourse understanding results is one possibility. However, it may not be appropriate for the evaluation of discourse understanding, because it is unclear whether the CER correlates closely with the system's performance. A measure should have high correlation with what it is measuring. Since we seek to maximize the system's performance by improving the discourse understanding capability, the measure has to have high correlation with the system's total performance. Our aim is to find such a measure.
In our approach, we enumerate possible discourse-understanding-related metrics and obtain their correlation against the system performance through dialogue experiments, using human subjects. The experiments have to be performed in several task domains utilizing various strategies to create a measure that can commonly be used across different systems. We can use the metric that has the highest correlation as the evaluation measure. It is also possible that the combination of some metrics will lead to a higher correlation. For such cases, we apply regression methods to create a single measure using the metric candidates. The methodology used here is similar to the one used in PARADISE [Walker et al. 1997] in that the impacts of various features of dialogues are assesed based on their correlation with the system's total performance. Instead of assorted features of dialogues, we focus specifically on discourse-related features and use their correlation to find appropriate evaluation measures for discourse understanding.
The next section briefly looks at the discourse understanding process in spoken dialogue systems. Section 3 explains the need for an evaluation measure for discourse understanding. In Section 4, using an example dialogue, we describe why conventional metrics, such as CER, cannot be used for the evaluation. In Section 5, our approach and various metrics concerning discourse understanding are described in detail. Then, in Section 6, we describe the dialogue experiments we performed to collect dialogue data using our dialogue systems. In Section 7, we show the correlation between each metric and the system performance and describe our attempt to create better measures using regression methods, followed by detailed analysis of the obtained models. The article concludes with a short summary and some recommendations.
DISCOURSE UNDERSTANDING IN SPOKEN DIALOGUE SYSTEMS
Here, we describe the basic architecture of a spoken dialogue system (Figure 1 ). When receiving a user utterance, the system behaves as follows.
1. The speech recognizer receives a user utterance and outputs a speech recognition result, such as an N-best list and a word graph. 2. The language understanding component receives the speech recognition result. Syntactic and semantic analyses are performed to convert it into a meaning representation, often called a semantic frame, or, sometimes a logical form. A semantic frame is typically composed of a dialogue act that identifies the main intent of the user's utterance, augmented with necessary ancillary information, often encoded as attribute-value pairs, or using a predicate calculus terminology in the case of logical forms. 3. The discourse understanding component receives the semantic frame, refers to the current dialogue state, and updates the dialogue state. 4. The dialogue manager refers to the updated dialogue state, decides the next utterance, and outputs the next content to be delivered as a semantic frame. The dialogue state is updated at the same time so that it contains the content of system utterances. 5. The surface generation component receives the semantic frame and produces the surface expression (words). 6. The speech synthesizer receives the next words to be spoken and responds to the user by speech.
• R. Higashinaka et al. This article focuses on the discourse understanding component. This component has to appropriately update the dialogue state so that the system can make as suitable a response as possible. In this article, we assume that a dialogue state can be expressed simply by a frame expression [Bobrow et al. 1977] , which is common in many systems, and is sometimes referred to as an electronic form or E-form [Goddeau et al. 1996] . A frame/E-form is a bundle of slots that consist of attribute-value pairs concerning a certain domain. Figure 2 shows how the frames are updated in the course of a dialogue in a weather information system. In this example, the system has a frame consisting of three slots each representing place, date, and information type (general weather, temperature, and precipitation) respectively. At first, slot values are vacant. After several exchanges of utterances, the slots are updated and the system finally recognizes the correct user intention. Through the interactive process with the user, the frames get closer to the correct frame. Although recent dialogue management work [Komatani and Kawahara 2000; Dohsaka et al. 2003 ] makes use of confidence scores to represent the correctness of frame and slot values, we only consider in this article cases where the values can be either correct or incorrect. The update is performed based on discourse understanding rules that the discourse understanding component internally holds. Note that discourse understanding does not mean just filling slots using keywords contained in user utterances. For example, when the user denies some values in slots, the discourse understanding component might prepare alternative values, so that the dialogue manager can use them for suggestions. This can be achieved by looking back at the past exchanges of utterances stored in the dialogue state.
To represent dialogue states, plans have often been used [Allen and Perrault 1980; Carberry 1990 ]. Traditionally, plan-based discourse understanding methods have been implemented mostly in keyboard-based dialogue systems, although there have been some recent attempts to apply them to spoken dialogue systems [Allen et al. 2001; Rich et al. 2001] . However, considering the current performance of speech recognizers and the limitations in task domains, we believe frame-based discourse understanding and dialogue management are sufficient [Chu-Carroll 2000; Seneff 2002; Bobrow et al. 1977] .
There are also object-oriented approaches for the modeling of dialogue states [Sparks et al. 1994; Abella and Gorin 1999] . Such approaches model dialogue states as objects that encapsulate the necessary information and behavior for achieving subtasks in a dialogue. The dialogue progresses by making transitions among the dialogue states until the task as a whole is complete. As long as the discourse understanding results can be represented by frames, for example, by aggregating the objects' information, we believe our approach can be applied to these models as well.
THE NEED FOR AN EVALUATION MEASURE IN DISCOURSE UNDERSTANDING
A qualitative measure for evaluating each component in spoken dialogue systems would be useful for improving components. Speech recognition and language understanding modules have been evaluated using the word error rate (WER) and the CER or KER, respectively. Although they may not be the best evaluation measures for these components, they are intuitively reasonable and widely used among researchers and developers. Thanks to these measures, we can compare the speech recognition and language understanding components of various systems dealing with multiple tasks and strategies. However, no well-established measure for discourse understanding exists, which makes it necessary to evaluate discourse understanding on the basis of the system's total performance, such as task completion rate, task completion time, and user satisfaction. Since the system's total performance varies depending on the system's task domains and dialogue strategies, when we compare several different discourse understanding components, task domains and dialogue strategies have to be fixed. Experiments have to be redone whenever the settings are changed, which makes the evaluation cost high.
A measure that can appropriately and specifically evaluate the discourse understanding capability would be useful for reducing the cost of dialogue experiments and making clear the performance of discourse understanding of various systems. Therefore, there is a strong need for an evaluation measure for discourse understanding.
PROBLEM
What is an appropriate measure for discourse understanding? One candidate is the CER of a system's frames. However, this measure may not be suitable because its degree of correlation with system performance is uncertain. Since we seek to maximize the system's performance by improving discourse understanding, the measure should highly correlate with the system's total performance. There may be other measures that have higher correlation, and the straightforward use of the CER may lead to inappropriate evaluation.
• R. Higashinaka et al. Figure 3 shows an illustrative example of the problem. We call a system's frame a hypothesis frame and the correct frame that can be annotated later, a reference frame. As a reference frame, we use the ideal discourse understanding result that takes all previous system and user utterances into account instead of using a frame that can be reached from the previous hypothesis frame and the succeeding user utterance.
In the example, part of the user's second utterance "tomorrow" is misrecognized as "today", and the system updated the initial frame (H1) to an incorrect frame (H2). Even after the user's next utterance "Tokyo", the wrong value "today" is still in the date slot (H3). This misunderstood item is later corrected by the user, who notices the error in the frame because of the incorrect system confirmation and corrects the value (H4). R1 to R4 show the references for the corresponding hypothesis frames.
We want to evaluate the system's frame sequence, which results from discourse understanding. For systems that do not handle previous utterances, the CER is suitable for evaluating utterance understanding because the situation is similar to evaluating a single utterance understanding. However, when we take previous frames into account, the suitability of the CER becomes unclear. For example, there are cases where the resulting frame is wrong, but it may have been updated correctly in part.
Consider three metrics: the slot error rate, the update precision, and the CER. The slot error rate is the rate of wrong values in a frame. The update precision shows the ratio of incorrect slots within updated slots. The CER is the ratio of incorrect slots over the number of filled slots. Our definition of the CER may seem different from the one commonly used. However, since we focus on the discourse understanding result (a frame) instead of attribute-value pairs contained in previous user utterances, the number of substituted slots, deleted slots, and inserted slots over the number of filled slots can be considered to match the definition of the CER. They are derived as shown below.
(1) Slot error rate # of incorrect slots # of slots (2) Update precision # of correctly updated slots # of updated slots (3) CER # of incorrect slots # of filled slots
The value of each metric is calculated for each pair of hypothesis and reference frames. In the example (Figure 4 ), the average slot error rate for the hypothesis frames is (1/3 + 1/3 + 0/3)/3 = 0.22, the update precision is (1/2+1/1+1/1)/3 = 0.83, and the CER is (1/2+1/3+0/3)/3 = 0.28. These values encode the discourse understanding in some way. The slot error rate seems a reasonable measure, because a frame is the final result from the discourse understanding component and forms the basis for the next system utterance. However, notice that the slot that has an erroneous value "today" is inherited and counted as an error twice. The update precision, on the other hand, focuses only on the updated slots, avoiding the shortcomings of the slot error rate, but the entire frame is not taken into consideration. The CER is only different from the slot error rate in that it focuses on the filled slots; it has the same double-counting problem.
Currently, it is not clear whether the evaluation should focus on the frames themselves or the way they are updated in a dialogue, which makes it difficult to decide the most reasonable metric. Moreover, there may be other metrics that are more appropriate for the evaluation.
APPROACH
In our approach, we enumerate possible metrics concerning frame sequences and choose those that have good correlation with the system's performance as evaluation measures. We also combine the enumerated metrics to create a single measure by regression methods. It is likely that such a combined measure will have higher correlation by taking many aspects of frame values and updates into account.
Then, we perform dialogue experiments using human subjects and obtain both the value of each metric and the total performance of a dialogue. After collecting sufficient dialogue data, we calculate the correlation between the value of each metric and the total performance of dialogues. We treat the metric that has the highest correlation as the appropriate evaluation measure. In addition, by combining the metric values, we create a single measure by regression methods using all the values of metric candidates as explaining variables, and the total performance as the explained variable.
• R. Higashinaka et al. To find a measure that is commonly applicable, independent of task domains and dialogue strategies, dialogue experiments have to be performed using different task domains and different dialogue strategies.
Metric Candidates
Besides the slot error rate, update precision, and the CER, we came up with additional metrics that can be categorized into five groups depending on the viewpoints. They are all calculable by comparing hypothesis frames and reference frames. We consider it necessary that the evaluation can be achieved by simple calculation, such as by comparing the hypothesis frame with the reference frame, so that it can be easily applied to various systems by developers and researchers in the field. In this article, the value of each metric in a dialogue is represented by the average value.
Metrics concerning slot values:
Metrics comparing the values of every slot of a hypothesis frame with that of a reference frame. The slot error rate is one of them. And slot accuracy, insertion error rate, deletion error rate, and substitution error rate also are considered.
Metrics concerning updated slot values:
Metrics comparing the values of only the updated slots. With these metrics, we can avoid the double counting of inherited errors in slots. Update precision is one of them. The calculation is performed in two ways. One concerns the correctness of updated slots in a hypothesis frame, the other the correctness of those in the reference frame. For example, update precision is the ratio of correctly updated slots in the updated slots, whereas update recall is the ratio of correctly updated slots over the slots that should be updated. 3. Metrics concerning filled slot values: Sometimes the aim of a task is not to fill every slot, but to fill some of them. To reflect such cases, we propose metrics that focus only on the filled slots. These metrics are calculated for a hypothesis frame and a reference frame. 4. CER: The same as the conventional CER. It expresses the correctness of filled slots. The difference from the metrics concerning the filled slots is that this metric includes the insertion error. This metric is also calculated for a hypothesis frame and a reference frame. 5. A metric concerning a frame sequence: If the user intention is exactly recognized by the system, dialogue management is likely to work effectively, leading to improvement of total performance. Therefore, we propose a frame match rate, which is the rate at which the hypothesis frame is exactly the same as the reference frame in all frames in a dialogue. 
Labeling
Here, we describe the procedure for deriving the values of metric candidates explained in the previous section. First, we label each slot of the hypothesis frame by comparing the corresponding slot in the reference frame. The reference frame has to be handcrafted in advance.
The comparison is performed in two ways. One is a simple comparison of each value of the slots performed to see if the values are the same or different, or if the slots have values at all. From this comparison, each slot of a hypothesis frame is given one of five labels (Figure 4) . Table I shows the labeling scheme. In the table, values of a certain slot of a hypothesis frame, a reference frame, and the previous frame are written as Hyp, Ref, and Prev, respectively. If a slot does not have a value, it is denoted as Null.
The other comparison is performed for changes from the previous hypothesis frame; "the difference between the previous hypothesis frame and the current hypothesis frame" is compared with "the difference between the previous hypothesis frame and the reference frame". From this comparison, one of five labels is assigned to each slot of a hypothesis frame ( Figure 5 ). Table II shows the labeling scheme.
List of Metric Candidates
From the ten labels, we derive the values of metric candidates. The derivation formulae are presented below, where CV, CF, I, D, S, CU, CL, UI, UD, and US represent the number of slots labeled Correctly Vacant, Correctly Filled, Insertion, Deletion, Substitution, Correct Update, Correctly Left, Update Insertion, Update Deletion, and Update Substitution respectively. There are 26 metric candidates in all.
• R. Higashinaka et al. 26. Frame match rate # of exactly correct frames # of frames
Performance Measure
System performance has been evaluated in many ways, but it is not certain what really is a valid system performance measure. We chose task completion time and user satisfaction, whose values are commonly used for system evaluations. In this research, the aim of a dialogue is to complete a task. Efficiently completing a task is an important factor in improving system performance. Therefore, we employ task completion time to represent the performance of a dialogue. We also employ user satisfaction as determined by questionnaires, a method used by many researchers such as Walker et al. [2000] . Although there is always controversy concerning the validity of questionnaires to estimate user satisfaction, no alternatives have been proposed.
DATA COLLECTION

Systems
We created three systems to perform the dialogue experiments for data collection. One is in a weather information service domain (WI), and the other two are in a meeting room reservation domain (MR-1, MR-2) .
WI provides Japan-wide weather information. Users specify a prefecture name, a city name, a date, and an information type (general weather, temperature, and precipitation) to obtain the desired information. The system has four slots for understanding. It has a speech recognition vocabulary of 853. The language model is a trigram trained from the randomly generated texts of acceptable phrases.
MR-1 and MR-2 provide meeting room reservation service. Users specify a date, a room, and start and end times for the reservation. The systems has four slots for understanding. Both have a speech recognition vocabulary of 243. The language model is a trigram trained from the transcription obtained in advance using the same system. The difference between MR-1 and MR-2 lies in their discourse understanding components. Both systems create multiple dialogue state candidates ordered by priority after each user utterance, and choose the highest ranked one as the best dialogue state. When deciding the best dialogue state, MR-1 preserves lower ranked dialogue states, whereas MR-2 discards them totally (See Higashinaka et al. [2003] for details).
All three systems were developed using the spoken dialogue system toolkit WIT [Nakano et al. 2000] . Their speech recognition engine is Julius [Lee et al. 2001] , used with its attached acoustic model, and the speech synthesis engine is FinalFluet [Takano et al. 2001] . Each system has two switchable dialogue strategies. One is to keep accepting user utterances until it has enough information to fulfill a task or the user explicitly requests a system response. The other is to confirm each user utterance.
Experiment
Using the three systems, we collected dialogue data for analysis. The dialogue data were collected using naive users in acoustically insulated booths.
Twelve subjects used WI. Each subject was given a task sheet listing what should be requested. They were instructed to complete the tasks one-by-one. We prepared eight task patterns. Together with the two dialogue strategies, each subject performed 16 dialogues, for a total of 192 dialogues collected. Twentyeight subjects used MR-1 and MR-2. Using four task patterns, two dialogue strategies, and two systems, each performed 16 dialogues, and 448 dialogues were collected.
After completing each dialogue, each subject was asked to fill out a questionnaire; the same one used in Walker et al. [2000] . The questionnaire is composed of nine questions concerning text-to-speech (TTS) performance, automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance, task ease, interaction pace, user expertise, system response, expected behavior, comparable interface, and future use and is on a 1-to-7 Likert scale.
We recorded system utterances, start and end times of user utterances, and dialogue states before and after the user utterance. The user's voice and system's voice were also recorded, and all user utterances were transcribed. Dialogues in which it took more than three minutes to complete the task were treated as failures. Task completion rates for WI, MR-1 and MR-2 were 95.8% (185/192), 91.1% (204/224), and 88.4% (198/224) , respectively. The word error rates (WER) for WR and MR-1 + MR-2 were 30.01% and 33.92%, respectively. We hand-annotated reference frames. To avoid a large hand-labeling effort, we prepared an annotating tool that processes transcriptions to generate prereference frames, which were later corrected by human labellers. The correction took several hours for our dialogue data. Then, using the labeling scheme, we labeled each slot of the corresponding hypothesis frame and obtained all 26 values of the metrics for each dialogue. Task completion times were normalized using task patterns and dialogue strategies because task completion time can be greatly influenced by them. We used the total score of the questionnaire to represent user satisfaction. Table III shows the correlation coefficients of the 26 metrics against task completion time and user satisfaction. These are the results obtained when we used all the data: WI, MR-1, and MR-2. (Hereafter, we use WI + MR-1 + MR-2 to express the combined data of the systems.) For analysis, we used only successful dialogues for which task completion times and user satisfaction data were Table IV available. In WI + MR-1 + MR-2, there were 584 samples for task completion time after removing three 3 − σ outliers, and 587 samples for user satisfaction.
DATA ANALYSIS
Correlations of the Metric Candidates
The update recall has relatively high correlation with a correlation coefficient −0.647, followed by −0.607 of frame match rate, and −0.579 of update precision. The tendency is similar for user satisfaction, although the correlation coefficients are basically lower. By simple linear regression analysis with ten-fold cross validation, we found that update precision, update recall, and frame match rate explain 32.8%, 41.32%, and 36.31% of task completion time and 11.89%, 18.81%, and 15.73% of user satisfaction, respectively.
As a result, we can say that the update recall, frame match rate, and update precision are strong candidates for evaluation measures, especially the update recall.
Obtained Regression Models
We used two regression methods to create a single evaluation measure: multiple linear regression (MLR) and support vector regression (SVR) . For the MLR, the m5 method [Wang and Witten 1997; Witten and Frank 1999] was used for attribute selection instead of the greedy method. SVR is an optimization-based approach for solving machine learning regression problems based on support vector machines [Vapnik 1995; Smola and Schölkopf 1998; Chang and Lin 2001] . We used a polynomial kernel expressed as
We created regression models for each regression method using task completion time normalized by the task pattern and the dialogue strategy, and user satisfaction as the explained variables and the 26 metrics as explaining variables. Table IV shows squared correlation coefficients (R 2 ) and the root mean square error (RMSE) for the two regression methods. These are the results of ten-fold cross validation. When task completion time is the explained variable, most of the obtained regression models fit comparatively well and show validity as evaluation measures. For user satisfaction, the fit is not as good. The performance of SVR is similar to that of MLR.
One may notice that the regression models for MR-1 + MR-2 perform better on both task completion time and user satisfaction than for WI. This is because, in WI, for certain city names, repeated misrecognition happened, which caused the system to have slots that have been substituted in the same dialogue a number of times. Since the metric values are represented by their average values in a dialogue, there are often cases where the ratio of substitution error is the same, but the number of times the error occured is not. In such cases, it is difficult for regression models to achieve high correlation. As evidence, when we examined the indivisual correlation of each metric with system performance for WI and MR-1 + MR-2, we found that the slot substitution error rate accounts for 11.3% of user satisfaction for MR-1+MR-2, whereas it accounts for only 0.19% of user satisfaction for WI. Figure 6 shows the distribution of actual and predicted task completion times for the acquired model using WI + MR-1 + MR-2. The grouping of data, which appears as a horizontal line just above −1.0 in the vertical axis, means that dialogues with different actual task completion times were forcefully mapped to the same task completion times by the regression model since they have identical discourse understanding characteristics. This is attributable to possible differences in the duration of user pauses and speech intervals among the subjects and the limitations of using the average values of the metrics in a dialogue as the discourse features.
In the case of WI + MR-1 + MR-2, the obtained regression models explain 44% of the task completion time, and 19.5% of user satisfaction. In comparison with the case of a single metric, the regression methods provide a slightly better prediction of system performance.
Commonality in Regression Models
To check whether a regression model trained from the data of one domain/system has commonality with that of another, we calculated R 2 and
• R. Higashinaka et al. RMSE for every combination of models. Table V shows the results for the SVR models with task completion time as the explained variable. Most of the R 2 values are around 0.4, suggesting that the model of one domain can be safely applied to that of the other. Since the performance of the model trained from WI + MR-1 + MR-2 shows sufficient performance against other models, this model can be used as a reasonable discourse evaluation measure. For this reason, hereafter, we only deal with models trained from WI + MR-1 + MR-2. Table VI shows the results for SVR models when user satisfaction is used as the explained variable. The tendency is similar for the MLR models.
Important Factor Analysis of Regression Models
Analyzing the obtained SVR models allows us to list the possible major metrics for the prediction of the explained variables [Hirao et al. 2002] . First, the objective function of SVR is defined as
where SVs is the set of support vectors, and φ(x) an explicit representation of new feature vectors x, mapped in the new feature space by the kernel. In the case of the 26 dimensions (features) in our original space and using 
where x i1 · · · x i26 are the values of the 26 metrics of the ith support vector. By gathering up the weighting factors by the metrics and by the combination of the metrics, we obtain the following weights:
. . .
. . . We calculated all 351 weights ( 26 C 2 + 26) from the obtained models .  Tables VII and VIII show the five dominant metrics or combinations of metrics for each model with their weights. The higher the weights are, the more significant the metrics or the combinations of metrics become. From the tables, one can see that the update precision plays a key role in the prediction of task completion time, and the update recall is the most important factor for improving user satisfaction. The frame match rate is also important for user satisfaction.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This article presents a method for creating an evaluation measure for discourse understanding in spoken dialogue systems. We have enumerated metric candidates for the evaluation of discourse understanding and calculated their correlation with the system's performance through dialogue experiments. We have also created a single evaluation measure, combining the metrics by regression methods, to provide a better measure. We found that update recall, frame match rate, and update precision had relatively good correlation with system performance, suggesting they are appropriate as evaluation measures. Above all, update recall can explain 41.3% of the task completion time, and 18.8% of user satisfaction. The use of the multiple linear regression (MLR) and support vector regression (SVR) methods revealed that the weighted sum of the metric values can create a measure that performs slightly better than a single metric. With the obtained regression model, 44% of the task completion time and 19.5% of user satisfaction can be explained. An analysis of the obtained SVR models also revealed that the update recall, update precision, and frame match rate play important roles in improving system performance.
Overall, we found that user satisfaction is more difficult to predict than task completion time. This can be attributable to the fact that we are dealing with task-oriented dialogues, and that there exists a large variety of questionnaire results among subjects.
To conclude, we suggest using the update recall as an evaluation measure for discourse understanding in spoken dialogue systems. Update precision can also be used to support the evaluation. Considering that it is now common practice to combine the precision and recall metrics into an overall F-measure (harmonic mean) and that the two metrics are strong candidates for evaluation measures, the use of the F-measure can also be considered. In fact, we found that the F-measure has a higher correlation than the update precision and the update recall alone and explains 43.4% of the task completion time. Therefore, in cases where the two metrics are available, we recommend the F-measure be used. We do not encourage the use of the obtained regression models as evaluation measures because they only offer a slight improvement and because we believe that the measure should be as simple as possible. With the measure, we can safely compare discourse understanding components of various spoken dialogue systems that deal with different task domains and dialogue strategies.
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